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Interview
EGBG - Netherlands
----------------------------
- Could you tell us about EGBG? EGBG is short for Engelbregt Data Control Group. I founded this firm in 1994 in order to have the freedom to design my own projects. With EGBG I bring social issues to a broad audience in a wide variety of forms and formats. For every issue I make up a new firm. This goes from a restaurant which only cooks with left overs and edible weed (Rest.), a mobile shop for neighbours (Neighbourshop), a service for democratic art in the Dutch Parliament (The Service), a section for special products in magazines and newspapers (Announcements to send in), a special tool to change position with telemarketers (Counterscript), several departments to really change society (Disregard Bag Company, The OPEN or CLOSED Poster Giant), ways to investigate illegal aliens (RegoNed, Registration Organ the Netherlands) and Public/Private Space protectors like WVUEDUGWODP?, Do not Disturb and more.
- Where do you find inspiration? Does anything special inspired you? I have a huge collection of over 26.000 formulars and questionnaires, formulars with different languages, different purposes, different techniques. I do not like to fill out forms at all, but I like to play with the lay out and the language on formulars. I like to look at the world and all the systems used by humans to try to organise the world. I think at the end they just make a lot of chaos but it seems people need these structures to ancer themselves. I like to face these structures and change them just a little in language and design to make people think again about daily 'supposed common' things. So I try to organize a moment of chaos in order to show the idiocy of a lot of structures which we use in every day life.
- What do you think about the design culture of your country today? Any advantages or disadvantages being a designer in Netherlands? Dutch design is big in The Netherlands. Designers made clear that it's good to invest in design, so both the government and the companies do so. This has much to do with the unbeleavable grow in Asia. It's no longer affordable to make things in the western world so we think we can decide on the designs of the products and ideas of the goods that are made elsewhere. This is a typical Dutch idea since The Netherlands are most known for it's 'harbor' function. A lot of products go via The Netherlands to the rest of Europe and we try to take little amounts of money from huge amounts of goods. In the end I think this is a one way road. It will take not more than a few years before the people in China and India found out they can design better goods for less money.
- Working in the field, what was the biggest challenge you encontered?  Every assignment is a challenge for me. If there is no challenge, or if the challenge is too small I don't do the job. Only big challenges make good designs. So if the challenge of the client isn't big enough I make the challenge bigger in order to keep my work interesting, Sometimes small challenges are the big challenge.
- What is the favorite graphic design project related to food industry you have ever done? Why?  Together with a group of young designers I made a Neighbourshop, a mobile shop with relational gifts for neighbours. Together we designed several foodtypes especially for neighbour situations. There was neighbour beer, to celebrate neighbourship, there were neighbourcookies which had to be broken and shared by neighbours, there was neigbour salad (we call it in Holland the Horseflower, it's a very ordinary kind of weed which is a good add on for tasty salads, it tastes like Rucola and it diminishes gal (I don't know the english word for gal, it's the stuff that comes up when you have to puke, the very bitter dirty stuff), this stuff of course isn't good for neighbours so therefore we sell the flower, and there was even neighbourchocolate; small pieces of chocolate with letters on it so neighbours were able to make there own statement to each other. Food is a very important ingredient of life and I think it is very important to include real human communication in the design of food.
- What contemporary artists or designers have recently grabbed your attention? I'm a big fan of Gorilla. This is a small designgroup based in Amsterdam and they have a graphic design column on the front page of 'de Volkskrant', a big national daily newspaper. They make one small 'poster' a day about the news. I think it's both interesting that a national newspaper gives this space and they do a very well job, every day they come up with an interesting view on the things that happen around us.
- Are you selective about your clients? What kind of work or type of clients you always eager to have? It's very important that clients have a fuzzy problem. Too often clients think too much, they think they know what their problem is and they try to find a problemsolver (designer) to solve the wrong problem. For me only clients with unclear problems are interesting. It gives me the freedom to really look at the world and the world of the client and the client itself in order to come up with solutions which might not clear the problem, they sometimes even manage to make the problem bigger. I think good clients need to hire creativity with the risk that is involved in real creativity.
- What were you eager to do in your carrer path but haven´t got the chance to do so far? Most of the work I do is in the art and cultural field. This is a very interesting field off course, but I want my work to be in the centre of society. I think creativity will become much more important in western society. The coming years I will make examples of different types of creativity in business environments. It's nog longer about new design, another cool color or a new logo; creativity is needed in every cell of the society, including business boards, parliaments, secretaries, bakers and cleaners. Way too long people followed the ideas of growth and bigger, it's time that we keep up our own pants, grow our own vegetables, bake our own bread. We should not depend on dirty industries in China or India, we should no longer poison the world with our garbage, we should become completely responsible for everything we do in daily life.
- How do you convince your clients with your ideas/solutions? After all I think an idea should be so strong that it convinces from itself. I always make one sketch. I do not believe in presenting several 'solutions', I think it's important to be able to really talk and debate about what is on the table.  In my work there is always the risk of failing. Therefore I have to explain why this risk is needed, why it's important that we can not predict exactly what will happen with the design. If everything can be predicted there is no sense in doing the project.

